**PART THIRTEEN: Housing and Residential Life Component**  
(For planning purposes, not a basis for funding decisions.)

In a Living Learning Community (LLC), the school or college delivers the Learning Community in a residential context. All members of the LLC live together on the same floor of a residence hall.

Do you plan to have a Living component to your Learning Community?  ____Yes  ____No  
If yes, please complete the following.

What is your plan for partnering with Housing and Residential Life?

What is your plan to take advantage of the “living” component; how will the living component impact students learning and building the sense of community?

Will you be providing scholarships to help offset the additional cost to students?

What role will the Peer Mentors fill? Will Peer Mentors be Resident Advisors?

What kind of support from the LC program would be most helpful to make your Living Learning Community most successful?